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Editor’s
note…
It’s awesome, the power of an editor. You only have to urge people to be
adventurous and write and tell you about it, as I did in the last issue of
Masthead, and they go off sailing around the world! Anna Black’s article on
Wildlife Around the World is testimony to this. Well, I suppose you could
argue that Club members Anna and Bones were sailing around the world
anyway, cleverly earning a living as they did so, but that is just carping.
The point is that, after a brief mention of the idea some while ago, we have
Anna’s piece in this edition of Masthead.
But you can’t get away with urging other people to be more adventurous
if you don’t do your own little bit. Not quite on the same scale as a
circumnavigation, perhaps, but for Pam and me trailing our Tofinou 7
dayboat down to Mylor and exploring the Fal and the Helford rivers for
three days was not quite run of the mill. I hope you enjoy my account of
it in this issue.
Other articles testify to the rather more notable achievements of other Club
members. Miles Jones, Henry Bomby and Nick Hutton have all benefitted
from involvement in RDYC Junior Sailing and show that we can produce
top sailors at national and international levels. We wish them well in their
endeavours, particularly Nick. If he can help bring the Auld Mug to Britain
for the first time since the Americans nicked it in 1851 he will become a
worthy celebrity.
But Masthead doesn’t just crave status by association with events on the
national and international stages. It is also a journal of record for our own
Club. So herein are many pages describing what you all have been up
to at RDYC during the 2019 season. Some of you have made an effort to
contribute articles and photographs and we all benefit as a result. Thank
you! Keep it up! And if you haven’t yet contributed to Masthead make 2020
the year when you do.
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Neil Millward

Commodore’s message
In autumn nature stages some of its most enchantingly beautiful displays; yet it’s also a period for reflection, melancholy even, as the days shorten
and winter’s chill approaches. Also, of course, time to prepare for the shorter and colder days ahead.
As if on cue, I looked out of the window to see a brisk 20 knot breeze blowing across the river and I spotted Moody Island being expertly piloted to
its winter home on the creek. Bravo pushing and Tango pulling, it’s quite a feat coming under the creek bridge in a cross wind – well done to Mike
Brown, our Moorings Officer, and especially to our bosun Paul Hodge for once again carrying out this tricky manoeuvre. It is a sign that it’s time for
our yachts, dinghies and assorted craft to all make their way towards their winter shelter.
However, before we become, perhaps, a little sad we should reflect on the many things that have made the summer special at the Club.
First of all, I feel that support from our members has been strong and we have also had many visiting yachtsmen at the Club. Our welcome has
been an important part of their enjoyment. We have received many positive comments and hopefully our reputation as a warm and friendly club
will continue to spread.
Some of the best letters came from youngsters who were out on the water for the first time as part of the RDYST Sailing Week. This quote perhaps
sums it all up:
“Today was a wonderfully exciting and rewarding experience for the thirteen young people from Dartmouth Academy who attended the school’s
sailing day. I watched some particularly anxious individuals show real bravery and a willingness to push themselves out of their comfort zone –
this experience will stay with them forever. From our perspective, the whole event was organised and facilitated superbly, including the pre-visit to
the school. In particular, the young instructors who so expertly guided our pupils through the day were excellent role models and they encouraged
the pupils in a mature and sensible manner”. Jack Pemberton, Associate Principal of Dartmouth Academy.
The 2019 Port of Dartmouth Royal Regatta was, of course, our highlight of the year so far and blessed with sunshine and good winds it produced
some cracking sailing and many memorable moments. From a revenue perspective we do rely on Regatta to help insulate us from the chill of
autumn and this year showed a 15% increase on our previous year’s Regatta takings.
• The Club has also made good progress in other areas:
• the cottage refurbishment is complete – please spread the word!
• the new secure website is up and running and offers us all a great way
to communicate all the positive benefits of the Royal Dart Yacht Club
• Noah is nearly defeated – just the last discussions with our insurers to come.
So, time to put any autumnal melancholic thoughts away and think ahead positively to ways in which we can make the Club fit for the whatever
the future will throw at us.
Finally, a note of thanks for all the hard work of our Masthead editor, Neil Millward – this autumn edition, as always, shows a deft editorial touch and
is available online via www.royaldart.co.uk and with a slightly reduced print run. Next year a bumper Masthead Year Book edition is being planned.
All best wishes

Richard

The RDYC Etchells
Youth Team makes
its mark
After winning a season’s use of an Etchells racing keelboat last season at the
Royal London Etchells Youth Academy, Club member Miles Jones and his
team continued their successful representation of the RDYC this season in
this most demanding racing yacht and at a very high level. Miles reports...

A

fter a cold and wet winter training on the Solent, the team were
rewarded early in the summer season with uncharacteristically
warm weather on the Costa Del Solent for our first few International
Etchells events. The way the 2019 season was scheduled meant that the
European Championships were one of our first events in the boat. So, to
say that we were thrown in at the deep end would be an understatement.
Looking at the entry list the evening before the event was daunting –
the majority of the boats entered were sailing with paid professionals
on board. Moreover, on closer inspection, we realised that we were
competing against sailors such as seven-time America’s cup competitor
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Grant Simmer – we didn’t like our chances! To make matters worse we
were forced to deny ourselves food or water in the 24 hours before the
event so as to make the weigh-in. Nonetheless, following what can only
be described as a feast on Friday morning before getting on the boat,
we got racing. The competition was immensely tight and tiny tactical
mistakes made the difference between leading and bringing up the rear.
While our first couple of days’ racing were nothing to write home
about, we consistently scored mid-fleet finishes and put ourselves in a
strong position going into the last day. With only once race scheduled
for the last day it was important to score well to be in contention for

the Youth and Corinthian Podiums. A committee boat start and an
early right shift helped us to the windward mark in the lead and after
a tense hour we managed to take a 3rd – our best result of the regatta.
To our surprise this meant we finished 1st Youth boat, 2nd Corinthian
and 8th/17 overall. More importantly, however, racing in a fleet of such
quality taught us all huge amounts and undoubtedly helped us through
the rest of the summer season.
Just a few weeks after the Europeans the four of us were
back sailing on the Solent, on this occasion in Cowes Week. Sailing
Cowes Week in the Etchells is a challenge. Armed only with a handbearing compass and a paper chart, it turned out to be a great week of
orienteering around the Solent. While I wish I could claim screaming
downwind in 25-plus knots of wind trying to find small marks in the far
reaches of the Solent was easy, it most definitely was not. Nevertheless,
after seven days of muddling our way around the Solent we got the
hang of it and managed to finish 1st Youth boat and 6th overall in a fleet
of 12. It was a great week and the atmosphere both on the water and
in the evenings was amazing – I would highly recommend the week to
anyone who hasn’t given it a go already.
More recently, we competed in the smaller ‘Ice Bucket’ Regatta.
While clearly not as important to us as the Europeans or Cowes Week, it
did give us a rare chance to line up against INEOS Skipper Ben Ainslie,
whose crew between them had competed in more than nine America’s

Cups. The event was sailed in very light winds and understanding the
Solent’s complex tides was key to being at the front. After a slow start, we
managed to join the leaders on day two, taking a second in the last race
of the series. We finished first youth boat, but a slightly disappointing
7th/14 overall.
Alongside this summer’s Etchell sailing we were also lucky to
travel to Europe to compete in the Dutch Summer Match (a grade 3
match-racing event). Holland, and Medemblik on the Ijsselmeer in
particular, is one of our favourite venues in the world and one we are
lucky enough to sail four or five times a year. The event was not only a
great chance to catch up with our friends from Holland and Germany,
but also a rare opportunity to pit ourselves against some of the best
crews from across Europe. After a tight 2-1 win over the Dutch crew in
our semi-final, we came up against our great friend Lars Hukstadt and
his wonderful crew from Germany in the final. After a hard-fought final
we came away with a 2-nil win and the Dutch Championship – a great
regatta, with some of our favourite people.
However, this year’s season is not over. The team and I are hugely
looking forward to competing at the Dutch Match Racing National
Championships and the Etchells Nationals at the end of October.
It has been really great to have had the support of the Royal Dart
this summer and it has been a huge privilege to sail under its banner –
we look forward to continuing to represent the Club next year.

Photos by Paul Wyeth Marine Photography: www.pwpictures.com
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Two Fastnet successes

Unusually, if not uniquely, RDYC had three entries in this year’s Fastnet Race. Sadly, James Crockatt in Jump ‘n’ Shout was
forced to retire when engine failure meant the loss of all nav aids, including the crucial AIS. But Ben Morris in his fullycrewed Swan 55 Lulotte earned a much coveted trophy and Henry Bomby put in an startling two-handed performance
in Fastrak XII. Here are their stories...

Lulotte’s Fastnet Race

I

t’s always rather fun to be in Cowes the day before a Fastnet Race. All
the crews are busy getting the boats ready, buying last-minute bits of
kit and generally preparing themselves for one of life’s great offshore
races.
For those who haven’t sailed a Fastnet the race is usually an
intensely tactical race, with complex tides and weather patterns to
contend with as you make your way past the major headlands and bays
along the south coast, prior to the sail across to the Rock and back.
The 2019 Fastnet was Lulotte’s fourth Fastnet. We qualified with
the Cervantes Race, where we lost our mizzen,
and the Myth of Malham Race, which in many
ways mimics the Fastnet: it involves a race
from Cowes to the Eddystone and back.
We approached the Fastnet Race with a
good crew and high hopes. The forecast was for
a light south easterly at the start, strengthening
over time and, after a lull of light variable winds,
going round to the west and later south west.
We made our start about a third of the
way up the line from the Cowes end, slightly
away from the optimum location to get clear
air and good speed, which for a boat of Lulotte’s
size is important as she takes time to accelerate.
The starts are staggered so that the faster boats
start later. This provides a wonderful spectacle
as 30m of carbon streaks past you as if you
were standing still. The south easterly breeze
allowed the fleet to hoist spinnakers and code
sails as we sailed down the Solent, whooshing
past Hurst Point with the full spring ebb behind us. We stayed with the
fleet, trying to claw our way south, deep into the English Channel, to
avoid the windless patch that was forecast off Torbay during the first
night of the race.
We made great time carrying the spring ebb past Portland Bill and
it was only late that evening that the wind faded and we started to slop
around with little or no steerage way at times.
Lulotte sails well in light airs but when the wind drops below
around four knots it’s very difficult to get her going sufficiently to
generate her own wind and with variable puffs it’s nigh on impossible,
as her acceleration is dire in comparison to a modern light-weight boat.
The whole fleet ground to a halt south of Start Point on the
Saturday night. But we had much amusement as we overheard a
Brixham fisherman sounding off on the VHF about those f***ing
yachtsman not knowing the rules of the road, “ because when you’re
fishing you have the f***ing right of way.”
In the early hours the wind began to settle and we started to move
again. We tacked on to port as the forecast indicated that the westerly
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was due to back. And after a few fits and starts so it did; we gradually
hardened up and could lay our course for the Lizard.
It was rather galling, as we clawed our way around the Lizard, to
watch the early finishers on their return leg, with Massif demonstrating
awesome power as she flew across the horizon towards the finish in
Plymouth at speeds of around 40 knots.
We left the Lands End traffic separation zone to starboard, the
Scillies to port and sailed a very close reach all the way the Rock. As we
approached it the weather closed in with wind and rain and gusts of 30
knots. We carried full sail most of the way, only
dropping in a reef and a couple of rolls in the
genoa for the gustier bits.
We rounded the Fastnet at 21:00 on 5
August and Dan, a very old friend of mine and
a veteran of many Fastnet campaigns, cooked
a magnificent roast lamb dinner to mark the
occasion.
It was rather a shame to see that the old
light in the Fastnet Rock lighthouse has been
replaced with LEDs. So the great sweep of light
across the water has gone and will be missed by
many a sailor.
We had a white sail reach back from the
Rock to the Scillies until, as the wind moderated
and veered, we managed to hoist our reaching
kite and later peel to the big red kite. As we
added the “bag o’ pants” and the “thong” (our
mizzen and spinnaker staysails) the old boat
really picked up her skirts and flew, with a
maximum speed of 15 knots being achieved to great cheers – well done
Stuart!
With these favourable conditions we picked up many places
on the remaining leg of the course, as this is one of Lulotte’s optimum
points of sailing, and eventually we finished at around 03:37 on 7
August, achieving fifth place in IRC 3B and 79th overall in a fleet of 334
starters and 278 finishers.
The following day after cleaning the boat, sleeping off the effects
of the beer tent and sailing back to Dartmouth we got a call from
Yachting World advising us that we’d won the Sparkman and Stephens
Cup. It was a wonderful surprise and indeed honour to have our names
listed with boats such as Desperado, and Dorade. Moreover, we’d beaten
Winsome, a previous winner of the trophy, by less than seven minutes!
A huge thank you to all the team, in particular Richard for
navigation, Dan for wonderful food, Michael for the unenviable task of
organising the crew, Henry, Alex and Peds for initiating Stuart into the
darker ways of the navy and Andrew, David, John and Jonas for sailing
the boat so well. 				
Ben Morris

The Sparkman and
Stephens Cup for the
Fastnet Race

T

he idea for this trophy occurred to me when I went to the RORC
prizegiving after the 1997 Fastnet Race.
There seemed to be all sorts of trophies besides the main overall
and class ones and I thought there ought to be one for the best overall
result of a boat designed by the famous American designers, Sparkman
and Stephens (S&S, to aficionados). At the time I edited the newsletter
for the recently-formed S&S Owners Association and the committee
agreed with me. Research through the RORC records showed that there
were 11 overall Fastnet winners designed by S&S, a record that has never
been beaten and probably never will be. They ranged from Dorade
in 1929 to Encore in 1993. Perhaps the most famous was Tenacious,
owned and skippered by Ted Turner in the fateful 1979 race. There were
obviously too many class winners during that long period to follow
up, but I was able to find addresses for the original or current owners
of many of the overall winners and I added one or two other famous
names like Sir Edward Heath (subsequently made an Honorary Life
Member) for a comparable achievement – winning the Sydney-Hobart
Race in his S&S 34, Morning Cloud, in 1969. Altogether I wrote about 40
begging letters and got about 25 replies, including cheques totalling over
£1000. The Association’s Secretary raised $1000 from S&S themselves.
With this substantial pot of money I was given free rein to
commission a silver trophy worthy of the famous designers. I spotted a
modern silver vase at the Goldsmiths’ Fair in 2000 and commissioned a
similar item with a plain area on the reverse to take some engraving. On

it I had engraved a line drawing of Dorade’s hull and sail plan, along with
the names of the ten other overall winners. I proudly presented it to the
Commodore of the RORC on behalf of the Association in early 2001
and then set about getting a berth on any S&S boat that had a chance
of winning it.
By this time membership of the Association had grown to a few
hundred owners and through these contacts I signed up to do a RORC
season, including the Fastnet Race, on Prospect of Whitby, the third S&S
yacht of that name and the big boat in the British team in the Admirals’
Cup in 1971. Sadly, we failed to win the S&S Cup. In 2015 and 2017 I tried
again on Lulotte, but again I was disappointed. So imagine my delight
when Ben Morris finally triumphed, even if it was without my help. Or
was it because of that...? 			
Neil Millward

Wollens is the law firm that thinks in full colour but
keeps things black and white. Operating out of five
locations across Devon, our diverse team of nearly
200 brilliant people provide the full spectrum of legal

We are full
spectrum law

services and specialist expertise across private and
commercial matters. From agriculture to acquisitions
and marine to marriage, we’re ready to help.

The new name for Wollen Michelmore.

wollens.co.uk

Two handed Fastnet
Henry Bomby tells us how he did it.

T

he Rolex Fastnet Race is a race that I have competed in a few times.
It is a race that always seems to be at the start of a big project in my
career. In 2011 I sailed my first Fastnet double handed in a Figaro 2, the
start of a four-year campaign sailing solo on the Figaro circuit. I returned
in 2017 with Turn the Tide on Plastic, a Volvo 65, this time at the start of
our Volvo Ocean Race. It was our first race together as a team and was
part of Leg 0, a warm-up leg, that helped to get the fleet down to Alicante
for the start proper.
In 2019 the Fastnet Race was again the start of another big project
for me – an Olympic campaign for the 2024 Olympics in the new Mixed
Double Handed Class. I have teamed up with fellow Brit, Hannah
Diamond, and the Fastnet was our first major race together. We were
sailing the new Sunfast 3300, loaned to us by the UK Jeanneau dealers,
Sea Ventures.
Our preparation for the race was less than ideal: the boat arrived
off a truck from the factory two weeks before the start. We qualified by
doing the Channel Race for the first week and spent the second week
preparing the boat and learning how to sail it as best we could. We had a
great team working with us, though, which meant that we got through
about a month’s work in just over a week. When we started the race, the
boat was in great shape.
Our goal was a podium place in the two-handed class. We would
be up against some tough competition, notably Alexis Loison, a good
friend of mine from my time in the Figaro Class and a previous outright
winner of teh Fastnet with his Dad in 2015. They were the first ever
double-handed entry to win the race overall.
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The start was gentle and we got off the line well. We were one of
the first boats to hoist our kite after the Needles, giving us a nice one to
two-mile buffer from our rivals behind.
We were learning new things about the boat all the time and
ways to go faster, which was exciting. As we got through the light wind
transition we went in search of the new wind. In doing so we gave our
three main rivals a bit too much leverage inside us, allowing them to
cut the corner. We got the new breeze first, but it quickly filled in for
them too, allowing them to close the gap. Approaching the Scillies we
were all right next to each other in a group of four and stayed close at

the start of the long reach out to the Rock. We lost a bit more time than
we should have done in our jib peel as the wind rose, owing to us not
knowing the boat so well and the sail coming out of the forestay foil. But
we recovered well and kept it close all the way to the Rock.
As we rounded the Rock the breeze was 22-28 knots at an angle
of 110º back to the TSS at the western end of the Scillies. We didn’t have
a sail for this, it was too slow under jib, and so instead we chose to sail
lower at 120º or so under our masthead gennaker.
The boat was fast, but admittedly a bit out of control. We headed
for the eastern end of the western TSS and pushed our new boat to its
limits. Surfing down the waves we were regularly seeing a boat speed of
over 20 knots and six times we hit over 23 knots. Not bad for a 30 footer
straight out of the box...
We pushed hard and put two of our rivals behind us. Alexis,
however, was sailing fast and in a straight line to where we wanted to go,
whereas we were having to sail two sides of a thin triangle. (We sailed
about three quarters of the leg under gennaker and a quarter under jib at
a higher angle, so we were sailing a longer distance. We were around 0.7
knots faster, but we sailed too far.) Unfortunately, the gennaker blew out
of the sky as we hammered down one big wave and came to an abrupt
halt, which meant we had to recover the sail and then sail under jib
slightly earlier than intended. I don’t think it made any difference to the
result, though. Alexis sailed well and took the Double Handed Trophy.
We ended up 2nd in IRC Double Handed, 1st Mixed Crew, 1st in IRC3a
and 29th overall.
Henry Bomby
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Dayboat
cruising
is fun!
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As we towed Ocelot down the A38 towards Falmouth in pouring rain and
poor visibility Pam remarked, “Anyone would think we were mad to be
doing this.” Simon’s reply was, “Not if they had read Swallows and Amazons!”
He was right and the comparison made us feel better; we were on a little
adventure and looking forward to coping with whatever it threw at us.

D

ayboat cruising, as I recalled in my Editor’s note in the last Masthead,
is a form of yachting that is close to my heart and our Tofinou 7
is ideally suited to it. Having acquired Ocelot with the help of the late
Pete Robson, the two of us had discussed taking our two Tofinous to
other estuaries besides the Dart for a bit of cruising. The Fal was top of
our list. Sadly, Pete’s untimely death knocked the idea on the head for a
long time, but this year I was determined we should do it, even if it was
on our own. Pam was up for it and Simon, who races with us when he
can and helps maintain the boat in the winter, was dead keen. We just
needed four days with a promising weather forecast and all three of us
being available. In early September we finally got our chance.
Between them, the Fal and the Helford rivers provide one of the
most extensive and scenic deep-water cruising areas in England. The
numerous waterside villages gave us scope for planning overnight B&B
accommodation while the largely sheltered anchorages enabled Simon
to try out sleeping on the boat on an inflatable mattress under our
specially-commissioned boom tent. A recce earlier in the year led us to
plan overnight stays in Mylor, Helford Passage and St Mawes, launching
the boat at Mylor Yacht Haven in the afternoon of our first day.
By the time we got to Mylor the rain had cleared and we unloaded
the mast by the rigger’s crane before lunch at the Mylor Café nearby.

Launching down the slipway was easy and after motoring Ocelot
around to the riggers’ pontoon they dressed and stepped the mast for
us, leaving us to bend on the sails and generally sort out all the gear
in our own time. Evening approached. Simon found a relatively quiet
pontoon berth for his first bit of ‘camping’ and Pam and I checked in
at our B&B in Mylor Bridge. Supper at the Pandora Inn in Restroguet
rounded out the day.
Day 1 – St Just, Penryn River and the Helford
Our first day’s cruising was blessed with favourable conditions:
sunny periods and NW Force 3. Where to go? Looking east across the
Carrick Roads we could just make out the entrance to St Just Creek a
mile or so away, with a few moored yachts in the entrance. We set off
on a nice beam reach and Ocelot lifted up her skirts. Our speed dropped
to a gentle trot as we entered the moorings and we spotted a small
pontoon on the southern bank of the creek. Being close to low water, we
knew it was getting shallow but stupidly didn’t pay enough attention
to the depth gauge so THUMP! as our steel centreplate met a stone on
the bottom. We quickly lifted the plate, tacked and headed back out,
leaving the upper reaches of St Just Creek and the charming church to
be explored on another occasion at high water.

Neil and Pam enjoying the open waters of the Fal
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Ferry Boat Inn at Helford Passage

Another brisk beam reach back across the Carrick Roads took
us to the entrance to the Penryn River. Hardening up on to a beat we
tacked to and fro through the moorings past Flushing to starboard and
the many quays and boatyards on the port side. Among them was the
home of Rustler Yachts where some ten years or so ago we had joined
the launching party for a friend’s Rustler 36. Further on we passed the
Royal Cornwall Yacht Club where, just a few years ago, I had accepted a
couple of prizes for winning our class in the Falmouth Classics Week. The
boat was Lullote, Ben Morris’s Swan 55; Ben was in London celebrating
his sister’s installation as Director of Tate Modern. We thought it was
would nice to enjoy a drink or maybe some lunch on the RCYC’s lawn and
marked it down for our return leg. This happened sooner than expected
because we ran out of water less than a mile upstream. With no pontoon
giving access to the club and no dinghy, we picked up a mooring nearby
and hailed the RCYC launch for a ride ashore. The good news was that
the launch service is free to visiting yachtsmen; the bad news was that
the bar and restaurant are closed on Tuesdays and we had come on a
Tuesday. So, while Pam enjoyed her book in the sunshine, Simon and I
strolled into the north end of Falmouth and bought some sandwiches.
It wasn’t quite the lunch we had hoped for but it was still very enjoyable
back on the boat in the sunshine and among the fascinating array of
sailing vessels on nearby swinging moorings.
After lunch we hoisted sail and headed on a gentle run past the
numerous moorings into the open water of the Carrick Roads. Here, in
2012, we had seen the four J-class yachts Velsheda, Lionheart, Rainbow
and Ranger racing – a great spectacle even in the foggy conditions.
On the first evening of the regatta we were walking back to the town
marina from Pendennis when I spotted some of Ranger’s crew outside
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a pub. Never one to miss a chance, I explained to them that through the
Sparkman and Stephens Association we had met Olin Stephens a few
times and would love to see the replica of the yacht he had helped design
in the early 30s. “Come along to the boat at 9:00 tomorrow morning
and I will show you around” said one of them. So next morning we had
a conducted tour of Ranger above and below decks. What a treat!
Our next fond memory was as we passed Pendennis Point.
Here we had joined a crowd of many thousands in February 2005
to cheer Ellen MacArthur at the end of her record-breaking solo
circumnavigation in B&Q/Castorama, her Nigel Irens-designed
trimaran. Shortly after landing in Pendennis Marina she had addressed
a massive crowd outside the Maritime Museum, filling us with wonder

Porth Navas

at how this diminutive figure had had the courage, skill and endurance
to achieve such a feat.
Continuing our passage across Falmouth Bay we hardened up at
the mouth of the Helford River and made our way to Helford Passage
in a few long tacks. Past the bottoms of the two well-known gardens of
Glendurgan and Trebah, both of which we had enjoyed in past years, we
glided towards the Ferry Boat Inn in Passsage Cove. In the late afternoon
sun it was a suntrap and many a holiday maker was enjoying it. We
moored temporarily to the ferry pontoon and spoke to the ferry man.
Could we have a mooring for the night and was there any way we could
get ashore after the ferry service had finished? The reply was positively
welcoming. Yes, we could moor on K2 and borrow their dinghy any time,
as long as it was returned to the shore and put on its trolley. Excellent.
Now we could relax and find the accommodation that I had booked for
the night. Except that I hadn’t! It transpired that I had only booked a
table for lunch and there was no accommodation available anywhere
in Helford Passage. Simon had already opted to sleep on the boat so
Pam and I had to choose between a rather expensive hotel nearby or
take an £20 taxi into Falmouth and find a B&B. We took the easy option.
With this settled, we were able to do a little exploring up river under
power, the wind having died. Porth Navas on the northern side was an
absolute delight, the only disappointment being that the Porth Navas
Yacht Club was closed and so a repeat of the memorable steak dinner
there many years ago was not on the cards. We also poked our nose
into Frenchman’s Creek, but this was heavily wooded and less scenic.
Perhaps it gets more interesting further up. We really needed another
day to explore the Helford River at high water to its limit at Gweek, but
our timetable did not allow it.

The Fal and St Mawes
Next morning we rejoined Simon on Ocelot and headed back out
of the Helford River. After a brief look at Gillan Harbour, a drying creek
to the south with a few moorings in the entrance, we headed north
east in a nice breeze to Falmouth. Landing at Falmouth Haven put
us in the middle of the town with plenty of choice for a spot of lunch
and a bit of shopping. The broad expanse of the Carrick Roads, with no
obstructions and gentle hills on either side was a delight. It’s roughly
four miles by a mile – and all of it is shown blue on the Admiralty chart,
right to the edges! We traversed its length in well under an hour and,
passing Turnaware Point, reached the narrower section of the Fal where,
when demand for sea transport is slack, several general cargo ships
can be seen laid up just below King Harry Ferry. None at the moment.
Below the ferry there is also a pontoon that allows yachts to berth for a
visit to Trellissick House and gardens. Well worth it, even if only for its
commanding view down the Carrick Roads.
But, having seen it recently, we pressed on up river. Here the
wooded hills are more reminiscent of the Dart and with the same
challenging winds. Soon we passed the junction with the Fal to
starboard and carried on for half a mile or so up the main channel, the
Truro River. It would have been nice to have reached Malpas where the
river branches again, but the ebb was beginning to run and the clock
was ticking. The water taxi in St Mawes finished at 5pm, we knew, and
we had quite a long beat downstream in fluky conditions ahead of us.
It was lovely sailing, especially in the more open water of the Carrick
Roads, and we all enjoyed a turn on the helm. Nearing St Mawes close
to the castle we could see across to St Anthony’s Head and the field to
the left of it where Pam and I had landed by dinghy in August 1999 to

Thinking of letting
your holiday home?
We offer local knowledge, a bespoke
service and an outstanding level of
bookings. To find out more about
maximising your income, call Rachel
Farley for a no-obligation discussion.
01803 227994
coastandcountry.co.uk
info@coastandcountry.co.uk
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Ocelot in cruising mode

see the rare total solar eclipse. It was an eerie experience. As darkness
descended all the seabirds started roosting and the sheep in the field
settled down for a good night’s sleep. The silence was palpable. And
despite the heavy cloud we were lucky enough to see through a small
break in it – the sun just giving a halo around the dark moon. Awesome.
But the timing of our arrival in St Mawes was anything but
awesome. We closed the harbour entrance at 5:05pm, having failed
to raise either the Harbour Master or the water taxi on channel 16. My

Mooring for the night in St Mawes
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fault: I should have stored their VHF channels and phone numbers in
my brain – or indeed somewhere more reliable. Anyway, the gods were
smiling on us and the outgoing ferry to Place responded to our waving.
Yes, he could take us ashore on his return trip in ten minutes or so. Plan
A had worked, just. We quickly picked up a mooring, gathered our gear
to go ashore and erected the boom tent as the best protection for the
boat from the impending rain. The wind was picking up and with Ocelot
doing a very good imitation of a rocking horse Simon had opted to join
us ashore – if our chosen B&B, Braganza, had another room. Luckily it
did. We showered, booked a table in the Watch House for dinner and
enjoyed a bit of a rest.
All good, but what if Plan A had failed? In my old hitch-hiker’s
mindset Plan B was to berth alongside the quay and make my way
up the steps to the nearby St Mawes Sailing Club. Here I would find a
friendly local sailor who would jump at the chance of lending me his
rowing dinghy, conveniently lying on a running mooring in the harbour.
Or else he would know how to borrow a dinghy around in the Percuil
River where the club has a dinghy store and moorings. Well, a plan is all
very well, but would it have worked? I suggested to my sceptical crew
that we should test it out over a pre-dinner drink at the club.
Having given Pam and Simon their drinks I fell into conversation
with a man sitting in the corner of the bar on his own. I reminisced a
bit about my teenage years when my family had camped on a farm
the other side of the Roseland peninsula and we had sailed around St
Anthony’s Head to join in the racing at the Percuil Regatta, orchestrated
by Jack Webb. Jack ran the boatyard at Percuil and taught some of the
kids to sail. My new friend told me that the Percuil Sailing Club had
folded through lack of participation and its regatta had been absorbed
by his club, but Jack’s son Ian still ran the boatyard there. We chatted
on. Eventually I explained what would have been our predicament if
we had not been brought ashore by the kind ferry man. “No problem”
he said, “you could have borrowed my dinghy. It’s just down there in

the harbour on a running mooring.” We exchanged phone numbers and
drank a toast to the common bond of sailors.
After a good night’s sleep and a tasty continental breakfast we
took a water taxi out to Ocelot and headed up the Percuil River under
engine. It was crowded with moorings except for a shallower area in the
middle; not at all how I remembered it from my teenage years. The little
spit where Jack Webb had presented the prizes for the Percuil Regatta
was still there: 3rd prize a jar of honey; 2nd prize a half pound tin of
clotted cream; 1st prize a fresh, oven-ready chicken. It was drizzling by
now and we turned back, admiring the elegant Falmouth Sunbeams
and the St Mawes One Designs on their moorings as we passed them.
Opposite the harbour we set sail, beat out past the castle and then bore
away for Mylor in the fresh southwesterly. Approaching the slipway in
Mylor prior to hauling out we could see that there was insufficient water

Hauling out in Mylor

for us to start proceedings. With the tide beginning to rise, an early lunch
filled the gap and we then started the tricky operation of getting the boat
on to the trailer. Pam did a great job manoevring the car (with the trailer
attached via a long rope), Simon stood in the cold water, lining me up
with the submerged trailer, and I drove the boat on to it as best I could.
On the second attempt we got it bang in the middle and hauled the
outfit up the slipway. Having sprayed the trailer wheels and brakes with
water repellant before the launch we then sprayed it with fresh water
and towed it up into the marina boat park, ready for the next phase of
the adventure.
Future plans
Simon and I had hoped to sail Ocelot back to Dartmouth in early
October but with F6 gusting F8 forecast we abandoned the plan and
trailed the boat home. It would probably have needed three days to
cover the 70 odd miles, given the shorter hours of daylight. Given the
lack of water taxis in the off-season, we might have had to row ashore
to a comfortable B&B in a lightweight dinghy that I have just found on
eBay. I have decided to call the dinghy Plan C.
But what about next season? There’s still plenty to explore
in the Fal and the Helford. Plymouth and Salcombe also offer good
opportunities for dayboat cruising and wouldn’t necessarily involve
the palaver of launching and recovering the boat. Further afield Poole
Harbour is a possibility, perhaps even the Solent, off season. Even more
ambitious would be the Golfe de Morbihan. Although the Tofinou 7 has
proved excellent for this type of sailing it’s not the only boat that could
do it. How about a Devon Yawl or a Hawk 20 joining us?
Neil Millward
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Wildlife
around the world
A whale shark off St Helena

Anna Black and her husband Bones have been sailing their Bowman 57,
Emily Morgan, around the world since September 2017, starting from
Plymouth and returning there in June this year. They initially sailed
down to the Canary Islands for the start of the Atlantic Rally for Cruisers,
the ARC. The ARC took them to St Lucia in a cruising-in-company/race
that has become so popular that it has now expanded into a world-wide
phenomenon, the World ARC. Anna tells how it has broadened their
appreciation of blue-water cruising.

I

n January 2018 we started our circumnavigation with the World
ARC rally, setting off from St Lucia in the company of another 70
boats. It had been a long-held dream of mine to sail round the world
and our expectations were high. We anticipated having varied sailing
conditions, interacting with lots of different cultures and, as part of
a rally, good company to share our adventures with. What we didn’t
expect, or maybe just didn’t think about, was the varied wildlife we
would see along the way.
It started well with lovely snorkelling in the San Blas islands off
the Panama coast on our way to the Panama Canal, an amazing feat of
engineering and a highlight of the trip for many.
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But in terms of wildlife the highlight of the route was surely the
three weeks we spent in the Galapagos islands. The government there
are very proud of their natural history and there are many restrictions
on you as a visiting yacht. The most immediate example was that our
hull had to be spotless; if the local underwater inspectors find a single
barnacle you are sent 50 miles away to clean the hull before being
allowed to visit. We passed our inspection, but a few didn’t. The irony is
that after 4 days in harbour all the yachts, regardless of make of antifoul,
had significant weed on our hulls – a consequence of the clean water
and rich biodiversity.
We saw most of the possible sea-life species, from rays, sharks,

turtles, sea lions, swimming iguanas and dolphins to more fish and coral
than we could count. As the Galapagos are on the equator there is very
little wind, but it had a distinct benefit. We motored overnight in glassy
seas from San Cristobel to Isabela and in the early hours we watched
a 30-minute display of dolphins chasing their supper, all outlined in
brilliant phosphorescence. Something I will never forget. On land there
was plenty to see too; giant tortoises, red and blue Sally Lightfoot crabs,
hermit crabs and blue footed boobies, as well as numerous other types
of birds.
Once we left the Galapagos we sailed 3200 miles to Hiva Oa in
French Polynesia, picking up a good collection of goose barnacles on
the waterline. But we were all disappointed with the fishing on the way
– only 43 fish caught (mostly tuna and dorado) across 32 boats in over
2 ½ weeks.
We spent several weeks in French Polynesia, joined by some RDYC
club members for some of it. The culture, the walks and the wildlife
were fantastic, including some memorable snorkelling, particularly in
the Tuamotos island group. We got used to being accompanied in our
aquarium-quality anchorages by black tip sharks, nerve-racking to start
with, but we soon got used to swimming with them. Tiny Christmas
Tree worms revealed how clean the water is. Some of the fish we were
familiar with from the Caribbean, but many were new to us.
The fantastic snorkelling, and diving for those that wanted it,
continued through Tonga and Fiji. A stop in Vanuatu (NE of Australia)
found us visiting a different sort of natural wonder, the live volcano of
Mount Yassur. Here the health and safety resrtictions consisted of a
guide telling us to stand upwind and please don’t fall in; it was amazing
to watch the crater come to life as darkness fell.

Blue-footed Booby

Onwards to Australia where all the wildlife seems to be dangerous.
We spent some time in the Whitsunday Islands, snorkelling in the
clear waters sheltered by the Great Barrier Reef and watching out for
humpback whales and manta rays. An organised tour found us watching
wallabies and kangaroos on the beach at sunrise, but unexpectedly
seeing a kangaroo in the bush a few days later was even more special.
A trip to Magnetic Island gave us a history lesson about Captain Cook
and compass behaviour in the southern hemisphere. Our northern
hemisphere compass had gone ‘sticky’ so we could commiserate. Back
in the UK we had it checked over and all is good, despite over a year of
being ‘upside down’. Magnetic Island is home to wild koalas who sleep
in the trees in the daytime, easy to spot but not to get close to. Then, at

Photos Anna Black
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South Africa safari

sunset, rock wallabies made an appearance. All in all a good visit.
The Australians are keen to show off their wildlife and a trip was
organised later from Darwin to watch ‘jumping crocodiles‘. We learnt
that crocs are territorial and some of the oldest there on the Adelaide
River are estimated to be 80 years old. It gave us all a deep respect for
these violent animals that lurk mostly unseen in the murky waters of
Northern Australia.
After a few days in Lombok (an island just east of Bali in the East
Java archipelago) which was still suffering from the recent earthquakes,
we had a short stop at Christmas Island, an Australian territory south
of Jakarta, Indonesia. Its main claim to fame is the ‘red tide’ of crabs
that migrate across the island every October/November. We were too
early in the year to see this phenomenon, but we did see all three of
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the crab varieties on the island. We also bought lots of red-crab-themed
Christmas presents as we couldn’t resist the idea of giving Christmas
presents from Christmas Island.
We island hopped across the Indian Ocean. From Christmas Island
we sailed to Cocos (Keeling) with its yet more amazing snorkelling down
the “Rip”, a fast-flowing current between two of the atolls. Then it was
on to Mauritius and finally Reunion. Reunion is famed for man-eating
sharks, so we went pony trekking instead of getting in the water!
Our next destination was full of fantastic wildlife – South Africa.
A couple of days’ safari from Richards Bay in Zululand to the iMfolamzi
wildlife reserve and iSimangaliso wetland reserve ticked off several of
the “must see” wild animals and many more – elephants, white rhino,
giraffes, warthogs, zebra, hippopotamus, springbok, impalas, buffalo,
water buffalo, water bock, nyala, wildebeest, baboons, weaver birds,
more crocodiles; but we didn’t even have to leave the boat to see the
local monkeys busy stealing mangoes from our hanging fruit and
vegetable nets.
An exciting, fast sail round to Cape Town, riding the infamous
Aghullas current, took us to a different climate and an opportunity to see
penguins across the peninsula at Simonstown. In the marina there were
resident seals and a couple of sunfish. We spent a few weeks in Cape
Town, doing land-based visits and boat maintenance before heading off
in the New Year across the South Atlantic.
Halfway across we stopped in Saint Helena, a curious outpost
of Britain where everyone knows each other, keys are left in open cars
on the street and they still have half-day closing on a Wednesday. Saint
Helena is home to Jonathan the giant tortoise, who roams happily
around the governor’s residence and is presumably related to the ones
we saw in the Galapagos. They also have migratory whale sharks and

we took a local boat to go snorkelling with these amazing creatures.
There are rules about how many people are in the water with these
majestic animals, and for how long; keep your distance, we were told.
Unfortunately, no-one told the whale shark to keep its distance from us
and we spent lots of time swimming away as it was very curious about
us. Anyone with bright colours on their wetsuit or fins got chased even
more.
Back in South America, we made landfall in Salvador, a vibrant
Brazilian city getting ready for Carnival. The city is a great place to
visit, as long as you are careful about personal security, and the local
sailing around Bahia De Todos Os Santos was lovely. Flocks of scarlet
ibis and parrots were a common sight. We took a detour up the coast to
visit Fernando de Noronha, one of the many fantastic UNESCO World
Heritage sites that we visited on the rally and where we had spinner
dolphins visiting us in the anchorage. Somehow dolphins are creatures
I cannot get bored with, even though I must have seen many hundreds
over my sailing career.
Soon it was time to leave Brazil and head up to the familiar waters
of the Caribbean, with a final stop at Devil’s Island (Île du Diable) in
French Guiana. Here we visited the inspiration for the film Papillon with
added monkeys, peacocks and hermit crabs for good measure.
Back in the Caribbean we had time to take stock of our
circumnavigation with the World Arc Rally. It was a quick
circumnavigation, 15 months from St Lucia to St Lucia but we packed a
lot in. We had a fantastic time seeing lots of places that are hard to visit
unless you have your own boat, experiencing many different cultures
and getting a deeper appreciation of how people from different countries
are more alike than different and seeing some amazing wildlife.
If you would like to see our route and some more photos, do have
a look at www.yachtemilymorgan.com or my.yb.tl/EmilyMorgan. Our
logs can be viewed on the World ARC 2017 website.
Now where next?

Humpback whales at the Great Barrier Reef

The live volcano of Mount Yassur
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The Brits are
after the Auld
Mug
(aka America’s Cup)
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Undaunted by the tail end of Hurricane Lorenzo, Masthead’s cub reporter
rocked up for the launch of INEOS TEAM UK’s first America’s Cup race boat
from their HQ in Portsmouth on 4 October.

W

hat a scene! As if naming her Britannia in homage to one of
Britain’s most famous racing yachts wasn’t enough, she looks
like a winner – if only those guys who have been training on bikes for
months can keep her on her foils.
There, just in front of me, was Ben Ainslie, the Team Principal
and Skipper, welcoming the owner Jim Ratcliffe and the wider INEOS
family – teammates, partners and suppliers – to celebrate the naming
day. And in the small group of team members on the right of the picture
below you can see our RDYC member Nick Hutton admiring the front
end of his new “workplace”. Perhaps it’s the bobstay under the 2-metre
bowsprit that holds his attention. We listen to Ben attentively. “The
quest to win the 36th America’s Cup has required a fresh approach, a
new strategy and serious support from INEOS to focus entirely on the
mission in hand. I’m hugely proud of the team’s commitment to design
and build our first race-boat. It’s taken a serious amount of hard work
and now we can’t wait to get Britannia out sailing on the Solent.” A rolling
rumble of assent filled the air. I had to restrain myself from singing “Rule
Britannia”. Hopefully we will all be singing it on the fateful day in 2021
when the Auld Mug is presented to the winning yacht.
Another short speech. INEOS TEAM UK Chief Designer, Nick
Holroyd, outlines the complexity of the challenge: “The AC75 is the
first foiling monohull of this size. It’s unlike anything ever seen on the
water before. It’s hugely ambitious and it sets out an entirely new type
of boat. And with only 18 months to design and build it there have been
some major challenges, but that’s what makes the Cup so exciting.” It’s
no wonder that the team have put in over 90,000 design and 50,000
construction hours to get Britannia in the water. In the water? Hopefully
on the water most of the time.
But in a later interview with the Chief Sports Writer of The Times,
Ben Ainslie made it clear that Britannia is really Britannia 1, a prototype

and training boat for the second and final version that will compete in the
Prada selection races and, hopefully, the America’s Cup Match. It is in the
next few months that the team will be learning to sail Britannia 1 while
the design team is assessing its performance against the design and
performances of the three competing teams, culminating in the World
Series, starting in Cagliari, Sardinia on 23rd – 26th April 2020.
Among the crowd I finally spot our man, Nick Hutton. He’s
bursting with excitement and he can’t wait to see the wingsail mast
stepped and the boat set up for their first outing on the Solent. I get out
my notepad and in my best shorthand write...
“It’s always a big day for any team, launching a new boat. I’ve been
involved in a few America’s Cup boat launches over the years but I can
honestly say that launching Britannia is up there as one of the proudest.
“Britannia is our first boat built to the brand new design rule and
signifies a huge amount of hard work from the design team, the boat
builders and the shore teams. Even though it’s been 18 months to get us
where we are today, in some ways it’s also the beginning: the start of a new
process of learning about the boat, particularly for us sailors. It’s also one
of the most exciting periods and we’re right in the thick of it now – these
boats are radical! The design team have said they can reach 50 knots on the
water. That’s pretty extreme.
“Everything has stepped up a gear. We are in the gym twice a day
and working six, sometimes seven, days a week - which sadly means I don’t
make it home very much. But the clock is always ticking. It’s around 500
days until the first race of the 36th America’s Cup Match. We need to keep
pushing hard and moving forward.
“In the new year the team and Britannia will head off to a winter
training camp, ahead of the first ACWS event in Sardinia in April. But for
now, we have a few weeks of testing on the Solent. I can’t wait to get out there
and get flying!”

Nick Hutton in hi-viz admiring Britannia
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Racing Report
Mike Mackie, our Racing Secretary, reports on the seasons events...
“The trouble with beautiful summers is that they speed past far too quickly. Reviewing the
results, we seem to have a crammed a whole lot of racing into a very short space of time”.

Wednesday Racing
Michael Sutton Wines Series
Class 1: 9 boats competed. Jiggy dominated the series with Bandit
winning one race.
Class 2: 11 boats competed. A three-way fight between Stren, Madeleine
and Kingswear Coffee Company, with Stren finishing on top.
Squibs: 8 boats competed with a close finish between Mimosa and
Hendrika; won by Mimosa.

Paradigm Norton Series
Class 1: 9 boats competed. Jiggy one point ahead of Bandit, with J’Ouvert
close behind.
Class 2: 11 boats competed. Dart Magic just beating Two’s Company, with
Madeleine third.
Squibs: 8 boats competed. Three-way fight with Blue Orca winning, then
Mimosa and third Hendrika. Just four points covering them.

Darthaven Series
Class 1: 9 boats competed. Bandit dominated the series with Jiggy trailing
four points behind.
Class 2: 11 boats competed. Stren well away from Dart Magic who was
just ahead of Eider Duck.
Squibs: 8 boats competed. Mimosa miles ahead and Blue Orca just
pipping Corsair for second place.

Savills Night Owl Series
This series is an experiment this year to see if we can extend evening
racing for a few weeks in September. In consequence the start time
was moved forward each week, with the last one starting at 1715, and all
three races counted.
Class 1: 6 boats competed. Jiggy won, with Isadora and Bandit some way
behind..
Class 2: 4 boats competed. Dart Magic won; Nikita second.

Weekend Racing
Skerries Series
The Skerries events are a series of four long day races spread over
the summer, including the Paradigm Norton Gallon of Rum and
the Brixham Yacht Club Two Stones Race. These races are open to
members of other local yacht clubs and selected events count towards
the Torbay and Dart Combined Coastal series. The overall winner was
Finale (RDYC) from Gusto (BYC) and Papillon (RTYC).
Coastal Series
Our first of three coastal passage races was disrupted by one of the
occasional gales that have been a feature of this summer. The Yealm
Weekend was commuted to a Sunday day race from Dartmouth to
Torbay, won by Axeman (RDYC).
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The second event was Brixham Yacht Club’s Salcombe weekend with
Papillon (RTYC) scoring 2 and 1, winning from Glance (BYC) scoring 1
and 3.
For the final event the destination was changed by popular demand to
the Yealm, with dinner booked at the YYC Bistro. The race to the Yealm
provided record times in blazing sunshine, helped by a favourable
spring tide. The race back was a slightly different matter as the spring
stream was now contrary and the wind not so obliging. In the end,
Axeman scraped home just ten minutes before the time limit expired,
closely followed by Blewit and Lulotte.
The series was won by Axeman (RDYC) from Blewit (RDYC) and Jaldi
(RTYC).

Saturday Series
Alas, our 6-race series of inshore races was not well supported with only
four yachts competing. The series was won by Olivia.

Friday Nights
Kingswear Coffee Dinghy Series
Four Friday evenings in June saw the introduction of a new Dinghy
Series. Using club Quests, all-comers were invited to have a go in a series
of short races. Prizes provided by the sponsor were presented on each
evening. Popularity increased during the series, and I expect that an
expanded series will be back next year.

Regattas
The Sigma 33 Championship was contested by 17 visiting Sigmas
who experienced three days of fine sailing. Four windward-leeward
races were sailed on Friday with winds in the 15-20kn range, leading to
some interesting antics on the spinnaker legs.
On Saturday, two windward-leeward races were followed by a doublelength Bay Race, Winds were lighter, but still in the 10-15kn range.
Interestingly, a different set of boats filled the first three places in the
Bay Race compared to the windward-leeward ones.
On Sunday, two windward-leeward races were sailed with winds in the
15-25kn range. A testing last day to decide the championship, which was
won by Leaky Roof 2.

Classic Channel Regatta
Over 70 beautiful boats took part in this biennial event and it was
blessed with sunny skies and moderate-to-fresh easterly winds all week.
The outstanding race for many must have been the race from St Helier
to Paimpol in a fresh and sparkling north-easterly – a truly memorable
spinnaker sleighride all the way! There is a good article on the regatta in
the October issue of Classic Boat magazine written by Martin Thomas,
owner of Charm of Rhu.
Dartmouth Royal Regatta 2019 was blessed with consistent winds in the
range 14-20kn+ which produced four days of the most exciting racing I have
experienced. See full report on the following four pages.
Autumn and Winter
The racing marks will be removed in late October, but racing continues
with the fortnightly Frostbite Series running right up to Boxing Day.
Dates for your Diary
Wednesday Sailing lectures – see website for details.
Racing Wash Up meeting - Wed 6th November
Prize Giving Dinner – Saturday 23rd November
So, that was summer 2019. If you have a good idea for 2020, or want
to see changes, make sure you come to the Racing Wash Up meeting.
And finally, my thanks to everyone who has carried out their RO duty,
to Melinda for reminding the RO’s and to the Yacht Taxi team who stay
cheerful even in pouring rain to bring crews safely to the bar.
Mike Mackie

Perfect homes in a perfect place
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Regatta 2019
Peter Boote, Chairman of the Joint Regatta Sailing Committee, tells us
how it was.

T

his year was the 175th Regatta and was again held after the August
Bank Holiday weekend because our Royal Charter stipulates
that the Regatta must include the last Friday in August. This year it
incorporated the Spinlock IRC South West Championships, with 61 of
the yacht entrants qualifying and competing for the Spinlock prizes in
addition to the normal regatta trophies. Overall entries were slightly
down on last year, a trend that is apparent in most of the major regattas
around the country.
Dartmouth Royal Regatta Sailing Week is part of the Port of
Dartmouth Royal Regatta and covers the Junior and Senior Dinghy and
Yacht Regattas. These events are coordinated through the Joint Regatta
Sailing Committee (JRSC), which includes volunteers from the Royal
Dart (RDYC), Dartmouth(DYC) and Dittisham (DSC) clubs who put in
a tremendous amount of time and effort organising the racing and the
support required to ensure the smooth running of the Regatta both on
and off the water.
The Regatta got underway with the Junior and Senior Dinghy
four-day Regattas held at RDYC and DSC respectively, starting on the
Bank Holiday Saturday. The winds were light for both events and the

Juniors especially struggled with strong tides, although they managed
to get a full series of races in.
The Junior Dinghy Regatta was kindly sponsored by Rockfish
and there was close racing across the three fleets of RS Fevas and Teras
and Toppers. Ralph Ashton from Dartmouth Yacht Club was first in the
Toppers, followed by Phoebe Gault from RDYC with James Rushton
third. The RS Feva class was won by another DYC boat, crewed by Oliver
and Millie Thorpe; they were followed by two RDYC boats crewed by
Jemima Price and Romni Oxenbury in second with Xavier Kennington
and Harly Harris third. Edward Johnson from Chew Valley SC won the
RS Feva class with William Crook second and Ellen Davey third. The
demonstration race late on Wednesday afternoon in front of the South
Embankment had the best wind and there was close racing and a great
commentary from Trevor Reed. Prizegiving was on Thursday evening
at Dartmouth Yacht Club when a presentation was made to Trevor
Reed and Mike Green, along with their wives Lizzie and Ruth, who have
been involved with and run the Junior Regatta for 40 years – what
an achievement! They are now stepping down and letting the next
generation take the helm. Trevor and Mike – thank you!

Photos courtesy of PGC Photography: www.pgcphotography.pixieset.com or visit instagram @pgcphotograph
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Pilot Financial supported the Senior Dinghy Regatta and
although the winds were light and temperamental everybody had a
great time with some close racing amongst the 51 entries – one of the
largest recorded. There were three fleets of one-design singlehanders
– Solos, Streakers and Lasers – plus a Portsmouth Yardstick handicap
(PY) fleet including both singlehanders and crewed dinghies. A visiting
sailor, Howard Frer from Sutton Bingham Sailing Club, had a clear run
of firsts in the Streaker class and took the top place, followed by Jennie
Richardson, second, and Janie Harford, third, both from DSC.
The Solo and Laser fleets were DSC affairs. The Solo fleet was the
largest with 16 entries and was won by Jon Clarke, with Mike Webster and
Johnny Moulsdale taking the next two places. Sam Mogridge won the
Lasers with Nick Barnett and Paul Honey second and third respectively.
The PY honours went to another visiting
helm, Alistair Morley from Salcombe
Yacht Club in his Phantom, followed by
Martin Thomas in a Devoti D-Zero, and
James Dodd in another Phantom.
We also held races over the Bank
Holiday Sunday and Monday for the
Gaffers, with the very light conditions
making it difficult for them. We set courses
that had more reaching than beating and
Peter Lucas in Cynthia prevailed on the
Monday, taking the overall prize, with
Mark Darley in Pippin second. Alongside
the Gaffer Regatta we also ran the White
Sail Event which fits well with the ethos
of the Regatta which is that it is a family
regatta and not solely for the out-and-out
racers. The White Sail Event typifies this
approach and is aimed at the sailors who
like to use their sailing skills and do not
want the hurly burly of a mass start. Downwind sails such as spinnakers
are banned.
This year it was a two-day event with a timed sail on Sunday and
a skills competition on Monday. The “skills” included taking a noon sunsight, rowing ashore and collecting a carrier bag of plastic and devising
a locally-themed cocktail based on Salcombe Gin’s new offering of
Rosé Sainte Marie. Miles were awarded for the tasks, which were then
added to the miles motored and sailed. The Sunday event had to have a
shortened course, like the Gaffers, as the wind did not materialise in the
afternoon. Free Flo sailed by Peter Cook took the honours on Sunday
followed home by two RDYC boats, Nick Royle in Rising Sunne and
Gerald Harris in Vigornia. The skills competition on Monday was won
by David and Fiona Ion in Celtic Dancer, closely followed by Peter Forey
in Triton of Dart and David Grees from the Axe Sailing Club in Wanton
Lady 2. The cocktails sounded interesting, but in the end the Rosé Sainte
Marie was tried in the conventional manner!.
The traditional Passage Race from Brixham to Dartmouth on
Tuesday afternoon started the yacht racing. It’s a stand-alone event,
sponsored by Savills and competed for by some beautiful classics, with
IRC and NHC rated yachts. This mix of yachts makes a great spectacle as
they round Berry Head and there was plenty of time to view them as the
wind was very light! Mike Mackie and Roger Nuttall from RDYC in their
J24 Jiggy won the IRC class in what was the start of a very successful
regatta for them. They were followed home by Ron Campion in Peanut
and Gr8 Banter sailed by Handly Jones & Co. Stephen Linley-Shaw in
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Apiano! from Brixham Yacht Club won the NHC class with Gill Duncan
in Nikki second and Elec Marine sailed by Jon Rickard and Ben Dodwell
third. There were only two finishers from the classic fleet, with Ben
Morris in Lulotte first, followed by Richard Haycock in Pazienza.
The Regatta four day series started on Wednesday and it dawned
bright and breezy – a great relief after the last two years of light winds.
The breeze held firm for the next three days, increasing on Saturday,
which led to some of the lighter crews in the dayboats electing not to
race that day. As last year, we had three courses: the Inner just outside
the harbour entrance for IRC4, Squibs and Dayboats; the Middle off
Blackpool Sands for IRC3 and NHC2; and the Outer for IRC1 and 2 and
NHC1 off Torcross.
The Spinlock IRC South West Championship was contested
across the four IRC fleets, with local
boat Jiggy sailed by Mike Mackie and
Roger Nuttall in IRC4 winning the
overall trophy. Second was Scarlett Jester
helmed by Jamie Muir in IRC3 and third
was Black Dog sailed by Stuart Sawyer
from IRC1.
Harken, one of our long-term
sponsors, provided prizes for both the
Senior Dinghy Regatta and also the
Yacht Regatta, with the focus in the yacht
classes being on recognising lady helms.
The winning helm was Claire Gribbin
sailing Aegir in NHC1, second was
Rosemary Tomasin helming Slangeva in
NHC2 and third was Anne-Marie Coyle
in Sarabande of Dart also in NHC1.
Richard Stevens was the Principal
Race Officer for the whole Regatta and
also managed the outer course. Racing
was close and as last year in IRC1 Stuart Sawyer from Port Navas in Black
Dog came out on top, followed by Richard Rankin in Pandemonium and
Alan Meredith in Al Fresco. Black Dog also won the Whitelegg Cup for
best results in IRC1 & 2. The best placed RDYC boat was Peter Symons’s
J’Ouvert in eighth.
Visiting boats filled the top three places in IRC2 with Neville
Davenport from Saltash SC in MuskOx first, followed by William Newton
in Jelly Baby and David and Will McGough in Just So third, both boats
coming from the Royal Lymington Yacht Club. David Goulden sailing his
Corby 29 Bandit was the best placed RDYC boat in sixth place in a fleet
of 19 boats. David also won the RDYC Regatta Bowl for the best RDYC
boat in IRC1 and 2. Last year the J109s had their own start. However, as
this was the Spinlock IRC SW Championship they sailed under their IRC
rating in IRC2 but also running their own series within the fleet. David &
Will McGough’s Just So won, followed by Peter Rowe in Ju Kyu and then
JaHa, helmed by RDYC member David Whitehouse.
There were not sufficient entries in the Classic category for their
own start so they were allocated into the NHC classes appropriate to
their handicaps. Lulotte, Ben Morris’s Swan 55 entered as a classic and
went into NHC1 where the conditions suited her and she won the series
with Claire and Guy Gribbin in their Elan 340 Aegir second and David
Banks in Sea Symphony third. Lulotte also won the Minerva Pot for the
best RDYC boat in NHC, with Anne-Marie Coyle in Sarabande of Dart
being the best DYC boat and winning the Redwing Bowl.
John Smalley presided over the middle course as he did last year

with responsibility for IRC3 and NHC2 Fleets. There was close racing
in IRC3 with Hayling Island-based Jamie Muir’s SJ320 Scarlett Jester
winning, followed by MS Amlin Enigma and another SJ320 SeaJade
third. The best placed RDYC boat was Ian Morton and Charlie Hutton
in Olivia finishing tenth. NHC2 was dominated by Dave Allen from
Hooe Point Sailing Club in his FinnGulf 331 RainMaker. RDYC member
Rosemary Tomison had a great result, finishing second in Slagevar with
Roy Beswick’s Starlight 35 Ellie Too third. The Britannia Royal Naval
College had their own Livorno Trophy to battle for in their Contessa 38s
within NHC2. After the four days and eight races Seahorse came out on
top, followed by Pegasus, Unicorn and Martlet.
Chris Davis and Steve Pocock ran the inner course for the IRC4,
Squib and Dayboat fleets. Mike Mackie and Roger Nuttal in their J24
Jiggy followed on their success in the Passage Race by winning IRC4
and also the overall Spinlock IRC South West Championship Trophy –
congratulations to them for a very competitive performance. They were
followed home by Handly James & Co in Gr8 Banter a Mustang 30 and
the Sonata Joey sailed by Andy Pinkham and Smythe from Itchenor
Sailing Club. Jiggy also won the Roger Richards Trophy for the best
RDYC boat in IRC3 & 4.
The Squib fleet were all RDYC boats, with Mike Brown in Blue Orca
taking the overall trophy, with John Ellwood in Hendrika and Simon
Unwin and Judith Thomas’s Mimosa second and third respectively. Elec
Marine, an Open 5.70 sailed by Jon Rickard and Ben Dodwell triumphed
in the Dayboat class with the two Devon Yawls, Two’s Company and
Bumble Bee, finishing second and third. Mike Bennett sailing Two’s
Company was the best placed RDYC boat and also won the hotly
contested Devon Yawl Trophy.
Dartmouth Regatta remains one of the UK’s major regattas
after Cowes Week and the main challenge the JRSC committee faces
is balancing a sensible entry fee with rising costs and meeting the
competitors’ expectations of a professionally run event. Sponsorship

helps maintain this balance and is becoming a major part of the Regatta
scene. This year we were supported by Salcombe Gin, Dream Yacht
Charters, Chatham Marine, Paradigm Norton, Hawksmoor, Dartmouth
Holiday Homes, Darthaven Marina, Jackson-Stops, Noss Marina and
Savills. Salcombe Gin and Dream Yacht Charters combined forces and
provided the very popular Gin & Tonic pack to competitors as they
returned to port, which was a tremendous way to finish a day’s racing.
Dartington Glass helped provide trophies and Harken gave prizes for
the lady helms.
The Sailing Week is run by the Joint Regatta Sailing Committee
and as it’s title implies it is a joint effort between the Royal Dart and
Dartmouth Yacht Clubs and Dittisham Sailing Club. Without the
volunteers who give their time tirelessly it would not happen and they
deserve every recognition for the efforts they put it in. There would be
no Regatta without their contribution.
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Ladies Afloat celebrates
its 20 years of being afloat.
How to celebrate this important milestone? As usual, Ladies Afloat came
up with several answers. Lucy Mann and Jayne Rawlins spill the beans…

A

Plan B – playing rounders on Bantham beach
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n August Fun Day was one solution. Teams of dinghy racers,
paddleboarders, rowers and kayakers gathered in Warfleet
in particularly inclement conditions. Whoever said we weren’t a
competitive bunch? No-one was disqualified for ramming into
anyone else, or secretly paddling against the tide – we’re not
quite sure why!
Then there was the Celiedh, held in September, starting
with a delicious meal in the Quarterdeck prepared by Hayden
and team, finished off with an irresistible chocolate truffle cake.
We then danced the night away in the marquee to the very
entertaining local “Blue Jewel Ceilidh Band”. In the end, there
was no need for a “man crêche” in the bar as all partners joined
in enthusiastically and a great, if somewhat exhausting, time was
had by all.
But besides the celebrations there were the usual Thursday
activities. It wasn’t quite the long hot summer we had enjoyed
last year but we had some wonderful sailing days. Trying to
organise everything this year presented more challenges, but
often enabled us to learn and master the Plan B. Playing rounders
on Bantham beach being just one example.

Dinghy sailing, as usual, was an important part of the programme.
During a chilly capsize practice in May, the ladies had mixed fortunes in
their attempts to right the Quests. The team felt that modifications to the
recommended procedure were required for our group. Once the water
had warmed up, two of our more experienced sailors, Carol Rampling
and Jinks Woodfield, tried the new capsize and righting routine. The
design of the Quest is such that you are meant to use the two hand-holds
on the outside of the hull to climb up on to the centreboard. The boat
can then be righted using weight and leverage on the centreboard. The
problem was that this method was challenging for many of the group.
Carol designed a righting line to attach to each shroud (nick-named the
“Triple R” - Rampling’s Righting Rope!). This can then be used either as
a conventional righting line, leaning backwards and pulling on the rope,
or by using the loop on the end of the line as an extra foothold, making
it easier to use the two handholds on the outside of the hull to climb up
on to the centreboard. A third method tried out by Jinks was to go up
the inside of the boat, climbing onto the centreboard by using the seats
and centreboard housing, then onto the top side of the hull and over
the top (rather like a dry capsize). This worked well because the Quests
having very good masthead buoyancy, which makes it impossible to
invert the hull.
More generally, Ladies Afloat has again risen to the challenge
of working in small teams each month. Highlights have been: the
anchoring masterclass, followed by a classic picnic at Redlap Cove; how
to deal with engine failure and towing; and supporting new skippers.
The experience within the group was invaluable. This came to the fore
with changeable weather, last minute drop-outs, and nervous new
skippers.
“Thank you, to all the monthly teams, boat owners, officers of the
day and supportive, experienced people”, says Jayne.
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Boys in Boats

As I look out at the end of a week of “unsettled” (for which read wet, windy
and cold) weather, my mug is unconvincing when it says “I’d rather be
sailing”. But 2019 proved to be a year of generally good wind and sunshine
to please even the most grumpy of sailors.

D

edicated to enjoying days out on the water in a wide
variety of boats the usual routine of setting out in
sunshine and a near flat calm, brewing up and handing
the tea or coffee up just as the wind comes up was
often interrupted, pleasantly, by setting off with a reefed
main and a log reading 6 or 7 knots in a variety of boats:
Moody 28, Starlight 35, Elan 295, Tofinou 8, Dragonfly
28 Trimaran and Swan 55 yawl………………..hang on, that
last one seems a bit out of BiB’s class? Not at all. We are
quite up to sailing a Fastnet boat (maybe not that far
though). Doesn’t everyone sail with a spinnaker, genoa,
main, mizzen staysail, and mizzen? How else do you
have coffee at Start Point, lunch off Salcombe, and still
be back for afternoon tea? Actually this May it was a flat
calm in the bay so we ran up the river under spinnaker,
lunched on a mooring at Dittisham and worked out on
the winches beating back to the club.
The Brixham fish and chip run was overseen by
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Queen Elizabeth. The aircraft carrier, of course, anchored off the Eastern
Blackstone. A few weeks later we sailed around The World – she too was
anchored off the Eastern Blackstone.
The fish on Skerries bank were a bit scarce this year, so chef
Hayden joining us for the day didn’t stock the freezer as he had hoped
but did get a taste of his own line-caught plaice.
With a working party on the dinghies, the Haldon safari course
on Segways, biking and walking, plus a few late season sails in the bay
(including another trip on Lulotte) we will have completed a year of
activity second only to Ladies Afloat, Racing and Juniors (OK, fourth
only to...).
We have been pleased to welcome several more recently retired
faces this year and given them the opportunity to use their boats more,
and for to everyone to enjoy sailing the wider variety of craft. We even
managed an impromptu race (one boat was a few seconds OCS and the
other hit a mark... so we called it quits).
Let the office know if you would like e-mails about activities (and
if you have stopped getting them on the new system), and feel free to
join us on the terrace on Tuesday mornings at 10:00. Details will be in
next year’s sailing programme and by e-mail.
Norman Doidge
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Schools Weeks 2019

The Royal Dart Youth Sailing Trust (RDYST), the charity behind Schools
Weeks 2019, was set up in June 2016 following a request from a member
for a sailing trust to help the young learn to sail and it came into being as
part of the 150-year celebration of the Club.

T

he charity aims to help local young people who, for financial or other
reasons have not participated before, to benefit from being able to
get out and learn water sports on the beautiful River Dart. In particular it
supports RDYC junior sailing activities.
Schools Weeks 2019 ran for four days across three weeks between
1 July and 19 July. As in previous years the Weeks were run by our Senior
Instructors, ably helped by many of our own “home-grown” young
Assistant and Dinghy Instructors.
A total of 98 local school children attended the taster sessions.
Of these, 68 pupils from East Allington, Galmpton, Kingswear, Stoke
Fleming and Dartmouth Academy Primary schools attended taster days
and achieved RYA Taster certificates. Eleven pupils from Blackawton
Primary came for two days and were awarded with RYA Stage 1. Finally
19 pupils from Dartmouth Academy (secondary), where sailing is
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offered in their Challenge Week, came in two groups for two days each,
again working to gain RYA Stage 1.
Every day a group of excited, anxious, apprehensive and wary
pupils arrived to see what the day would bring. They ended the day
excited, wet and happy. Many had overcome fear and lack of confidence.
A real bonus was that, apart from cloud at the start of the first day, each
successive day was wall-to-wall sunshine. The students were kitted out
with wet suits and buoyancy aides. Once on the water a train of Quest
dinghies made their way up river to the pool by Britannia Royal Naval
College. They returned to the Club for lunch and the afternoons were
spent closer to the Club, the day finishing with games and what became
the favourite activity – capsizing.
The financial support for the Weeks was greatly helped by a donation
from Rockfish and its customers who had nominated the RDYST as one of
its charities of the year and we were very pleased to welcome Mitch Tonks
on one of the days. In addition to this support, Savills generously provided
T-shirts for all of the youngsters who took part.
Below are quotes from some of the letters of thanks sent by the
pupils to their Instructors.
“My favourite part was capsizing the boat. Before I had done any capsizing
it seemed scary but I still wanted to do it. I had lots of fun and I learnt some
new types of knots.”
“You were so right – speed is so fun but also scary at times.”
“Thank you for encouraging us to capsize when we were a bit nervous. The
double capsize was the best.”
“You are the best instructor ever.”
“Thank you for helping me to change the jib and how to steer with the rudder.”
“I learnt so much and it was also an amazing experience.”

In addition this year the RDYST has supported three youngsters
through the Saturday morning RDYC Junior Sailing programme and
wonderfully they all achieved RYA Stage 1 on the last day. The Trust will
continue to support them through RYA Dinghy Stages and hopefully
on to Dinghy Instructor level which will provide them with skills they
may never have achieved without this training. In the meantime the
RDYST will continue to work closely with the schools who participated
in Schools Week this year so that it can support a similar programme in
the coming years.
Judi Haycock

Photos: Mike Green
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Junior Sailing is multi-faceted
Although the core of RDYC’s Junior
Sailing consists of the Saturday
morning programme and Junior
Sailing Week in the school holidays,
there’s more to it than that. To fill
out the picture we have a variety
of reports, beginning with the
youngest contributor.

Junior Sailing Week

A

melia Jones, aged 9, joined Junior Sailing Week for the first time
this year, having heard about it for several years from her grandpa, a
Kingswear resident. Amelia has this to say about her experience...
This year I was nine years old and was finally able to join in Junior
Sailing Week. Having never sailed before and not knowing any of the
other children I was quite nervous before starting. On the first day I was
introduced to my instructor, Emily. She was great! I soon met all the other
children and volunteers and was quickly made to feel very welcome.
We spent the first day learning how to set the boats up, how to tie
various knots and some sailing theory – as well as having our first outing
on the water in a Quest. I was paired with Ted Pett, a boy of a similar age
to me, and we spent most of the rest of the week sailing together.
On Day 2 and Day 3 we took the Quests a little further. We saw the

cruise ship The World moored in the river and we joked about having
sailed around the World! On Day 4 we took the boats up the river to
Dittisham where we ate our packed lunches and then got very muddy
playing in the river before sailing the boats back to Kingswear.
Day 5, the last day, was race day. We had to do two circuits of the
course. The winners were announced later at the BBQ that was put on
at the Club to celebrate the end of the week. I was delighted that my
partner and I took first prize in our category and we were presented with
an award from the Captain of the Royal Naval College.
I had a fantastic week, learning something new and meeting lots
of new friends. I am looking forward to next year and hope that in a few
years’ time I will be able tohelp the instructors and teach my sister and
brother to sail.

Junior Sailing Trophy Winners
Junior Sailing Week
Feva Two-Up Trophy

Lucas Bennett and Miles Ripley

Disaster Trophy

Xavier Kennington and Susie Bennett

Tera Trophy

Max Churchill (who also won the River Dart Cup
in a Tera)

Quest Trophy

Florence Kennington, Ted Pett and Amelia Jones

Most improved (in a Topper)

Phoebe Gault

Good Egg

Jemima Bullock

Saturday mornings
Endeavour Cup

Ethan Hambleton

Good Egg

Faith Holmes

Most Improved

Finn Burton

Most Helpful Assistant
Instructor

Max Morrell
Guy Gillmore teaches the finer art of collision avoidance
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Junior Points Series
and the Falling Leaves
team racing...

O

ur second contributors, Guy Gillmore and Kit Noble report on the
Junior Points Series and the Falling Leaves team racing...

Junior Points Series
We simplified the series to two classes, the Teras and the Fevas,
and this meant that there was more competition this year in the Teras.
After a year of benign Saturday morning weather, a couple of evenings
were windy, including the first evening having to be cancelled.
It was great to see a couple of Stage 1 sailors racing, making the
most of this relaxed introduction into competitive sailing.
The Feva Cup went to Max Morrell and Jacob Gillmore with
Romini Oxenbury and Manni West as runners up. The Tera Cup was
won by Fraser Gillmore with Maddie Jones and Trixie Morrell tying for
second place. The Topper Trophy was temporarily renamed ‘True Grit’
and given to William Grogan for outstanding performance and keeping
smiling when the wind was really blowing.
Falling Leaves Regatta Sept 7
Junior Sailing’s final on-the-water event of the year on 7
September involved some very enjoyable team racing. There were three
teams of six and each team was led by an instructor. Whilst two teams
raced, the third team acted as the Race Officers on Bravo. There was lots
of good time-keeping and flag waving, hoots and encouraging shouts of
support! The winning team was: Peter Blackler, Jacob Gillmore, Jemima
Price, Trixie Morrell and Xavier Kennington.
Many thanks to all, but especially the kids for rigging and putting
away their boats so well.

Keelboat racing

T

hirdly, Ged Yardy describes an exciting departure for Junior Sailing...

Early in the season Charlie Gillmore and I gained our Dinghy
Instructor Keelboat endorsements so that we could instruct the Junior
Sailing team in keelboats. We didn’t know it, but we had let ourselves in
for a very rewarding adventure.
To our delight we learned that Junior Sailing was in the process
of going up another level with the addition of two Seascape 18s to
the fleet. Weighing in a just over 500 kg, with the distinctively sporty
square-topped mainsail and an impressive 32m2 asymmetric spinnaker,
these boats are capable of over 9 knots in 12-15 knots of true wind. The
easy-to-rig, open cockpit makes them ideal for bridging the gap between
RYA Level 4 and yacht cruising or racing. We had great satisfaction as
instructors, seeing the students realise that, along with their friends,
they too could take out a fun, sporty boat. Moreover, with increased
teamwork and communication and a bit of practice they could not only
make these boats go, but even become race winners.
In May, two teams from RDYC travelled to Morgat in Brittany for
the three-day French National Championship, competing against over
50 teams. Our mixed teams of adults and juniors took part in six races

Photos: Mike Green

– gaining amazing results from the very start of the competition. Gold
Medals were achieved by Nikita – with Jo Wellard, Miles Leah and Ben
Brown and Sixth place to Jamie, Miles and Rob Deverell.
Back home, junior sailors had fun on single and two-handers –
honing their boat handling skills such as tacking, gybing, launching
spinnakers and bringing all this together for practice races on
Wednesday and Friday nights. But just in case you think Junior Sailing
is all about racing, it isn’t. It’s also about having fun with your friends,
gaining confidence and in many cases a good excuse for a giggle doing
the craziest challenges set by the instructors, usually topped of with a
few capsizes at the end of training.
Well done to everyone for making it fun. Next season, bring your
friends or encourage those that might be thinking about becoming
involved. We would love to see you there.
Masthead
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Training beyond
Stage 4

F

inally, Carol Rampling sets out the training
opportunities available for youngsters...
Training for our younger club members does not stop
after completing Stages 1-4 of the RYA Youth Sailing Scheme.
The students then join the advanced Stage 5 group in which
our now skilled dinghy sailors have the opportunity to sail
the Seascapes (a very exciting keelboat) and complete
some of the advanced modules of the RYA National Sailing
Scheme. Those that complete Stage 5 and are 14 years of age
or over are invited to take part in our Assistant Instructor
training course. This is offered free of charge by the Club and
is run by the Club’s Senior Instructors, Kit Noble, Ed Jones
and myself. Kit and Ed do the practical on water training and
I cover the classroom side.
The students learn theoretical and practical
methods of instruction and how to keep their students
safe. After completing approximately 20 hours of training,
they become RYA Assistant Instructors and become very
useful members of the instructional team on the Saturday
morning Junior Sailing programme. In addition, they help
at other club events, such as Schools Week (organised
by the Royal Dart Youth Sailing Trust to give local school
children a taste of sailing) and Junior Sailing Week. And it
doesn’t stop there – the more ambitious can progress to
become RYA Dinghy Instructors once they are 16.
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The UK yachting
scene - an RYA
perspective
Roger Jobson, Chair of the RYA
South West regional committee,
gives his assessment

T

he winds of change are circulating around the yachting sector
of boating, with racing small yachts and keelboats in particular
seemingly losing their appeal.
There are more boats for sale, brokers are reporting dismal sales
and some clubs are reporting a significant fall-off in the numbers
racing. When I joined RDYC in 2005, Class 2 was mostly comprised of
yachts under 30 feet. Now the class is mostly day-boats. The Scimitars
and International Dragons have gone, and the Squib fleet drastically
reduced in numbers. Some local clubs are setting new graduated
subscriptions (weighted to attract younger members and families),
waiving application fees, seeking social members and hiring-out their
premises for use by outside bodies.
National watersports census data supports this concern. Fewer
children are getting into watersports than ten years ago; the age profile
of clubs is top-heavy; and the decline in participation is particularly
marked in the 18-34 age group – down by around 50% since 2002.
Participation in both yacht racing and yacht cruising has declined in a
decade, despite an overall increase in dinghy/keel-boat racing and in
expenditure on cultural and recreational activities. The decline in the
number of entries at the Falmouth, Dartmouth and Torbay regattas is
significant. Paddle-boarding alone has easily overtaken yacht cruising
and racing participation combined.
The evidence suggests that those leaving the sport are not being
replaced by equal numbers of joiners. Yachting is seen as being high
cost, time-hungry, possibly elite, needing special skills, of higher risk
than other water sports, and less accessible than other recreational
activity, particularly on a casual basis. What else can be done to secure
the longer-term sustainability of our sport and recreation?
Clearly attracting new entrants to sailing to any yacht club is a
high priority -- both the RDYST Schools Week (reported elsewhere in
this issue) and the RYA Onboard initiative are examples of how this can
be addressed. Junior and youth entrants to the sport are the future and
they may also bring in new family members. Making them welcome,
and providing easy access to both the boats and the necessary skills,
and in a safe environment, is essential. The premises themselves
must be clean and attractive, provide comfortable and well-equipped
changing facilities, quiet spaces and quality, reasonably-priced, drinking
and dining experiences. With improved facilities, revenue-generating
activities may include more social-based activities both ashore and
afloat as a by-product of, for example, hosting more championships and
invitation events.

On the water, pay-and-play options which enable new entrants to
gain experience at minimum cost is becoming more common in clubs
across the country. Use of club-owned boats, including small yachts,
which can be hired for a series or a season is a possible way forward.
With so many small yachts and keelboats for sale currently, this could
be a favourable time to develop club fleets of this kind.
The RYA – to which RDYC is affiliated – has several programmes
designed to attract and retain new entrants to sailing. Similar to the
objectives of the RDYST, the RYA reaches beyond family and friends
as a source of new entrants with its various initiatives and the many
promotional events run both locally and at national boat shows.
The RYA aims to be a key agent in maintaining and even expanding
participation, both as a stand-alone agent and as a club partner.
The RYA’s Push-The-Boat-Out programme attracted 33,671
potential sailors in 2019, with around 10% going on to join a club or
enrol on an RYA course. News has just come through that sailing and
windsurfing have been re-instated as a GCSE activity to the schools
curriculum, recognising the benefits of independence, alignment with
physics and maths, and a healthy environment.
The RYA OnBoard programme helps clubs reach out to local
schools and after-school groups – Scouts for example. OnBoard has been
re-launched better to promote the life-skills and character development
which sailing is known to develop. Families are encouraged to see it as a
healthy alternative to screens and concerns about mental health.
Bringing the junior and youth members into a club’s management
structure, with representation on key committees, enables more
engagement but also recognises the need to respond to their needs. In
early 2020 the RYA South West Region will be facilitating local symposia,
helping the organisers of junior sailing in South Devon clubs to share
experiences and best practice and, hopefully, plan events which will
extend the sailing experience of our youth members in particular. Team
racing is one option which would enable crews to experience different
waters, different boats and a different type of racing without the need
for too much parental support and having to trail boats to different
venues. It would also prepare those off to university where team-racing
is the main sailing activity. It’s encouraging to see that this is now an
RDYC activity.
Masthead
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Cruising report
It’s has been one of those cruising seasons when some have been lucky with
their weather window and others have found themselves stormbound,
though I am not sure many had the perfect conditions of sun and wind.

J

une found the crew of Csardas stormbound in St Helier, followed
by similar days in Trebeurden and L’Aber Wrach, Mat Ali also had to
take shelter in July in L’Herbaudière on Noirmoutier, then again in Port
Rhu, Douarnenez. Others found themselves holed up closer to home
in Falmouth, Helford and Plymouth. It is always good to know that
the RDYC WhatsApp group is there if things don’t turn out as expected
and advice is needed, or even for suggestions of where to go for dinner.
Despite not having the most promising of weather forecasts the planned
August trip to the Channel island went ahead. Pam Morgan’s report
below makes me wish I had been part of the trip.
“Just as dawn was breaking on 2 August three boats silently
slipped their lines and slid out of the River Dart. The boats were wet
with dew, the sea was calm and the crews were sleepy. In pole position
was Pete Forey with brother Mick on Triton of Dart, closely followed
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by Mark Willard on Lyra Vega (Jan opting for the Flybe mode of
transportation) and Dick and Pam Morgan on Seren. Within the hour
the sun was up and the sky was blue. With very little wind Triton
pulled ahead. Soon boredom set in, the only action being limited
to dodging mountainous container ships in the shipping lanes and
wayward spinnakers! We all found ways to pass our time, listening
to audio books, taking it in turns to sleep, receiving work phone calls,
making up a limerick or two! The tide was kind to us and we motored
straight into Victoria Marina at St Peter Port. Our minds were soon
busy with the important matters such as where, what and how much
to eat and drink!
Over breakfast the next morning we decided to have a sightseeing
day with lunch at the Guernsey Yacht Club and dinner at Da Nello. The
following day we moved on. A sail to Shell Beach on Herm with lunch
at anchor proved rather uncomfortable, owing to the swell. Seren, this
time the forward party, decided to sail past Herm and met an impressive
Border Force vessel in the Big Russel. It showed no interest in the
commodities she had on board so Seren sailed directly on to Greve de
la Ville, Sark.
The next two days were used to explore Sark with the evenings
spent on board the yachts enjoying shared drinks and meals as the sun
slipped behind the lighthouse.
After a fabulous sail back to St Peter Port, we discovered the
Commodore on the outer pontoon. A lovely surprise to have such a
greeting.
Alas, our adventure was to be cut short. Watching the weather
forecasts we realised that a bad storm was approaching. Either head
for home or sit it out in the Channel Islands. Our little band of travellers
decided to head for home but devoted the last day to relaxing and

celebrating Mick’s birthday before we set off under motor. The calm
before the storm! New friendships made, memories stored up for the
winter and hopes for the many adventures ahead. Do consider joining
us next year.”
The final cruising event of the year was a successful trip to
Salcombe. The trip was brilliantly organised by Karen on Layla and the
nine yachts in attendance thoroughly enjoyed the champagne pontoon
party hosted by Blue.
This has been my first season as the Cruising Section coordinator
and I’m still learning the ropes. However, I would be grateful if those of
you who are interested in the Cruising Section and haven’t already done
it would take the time to do a short survey to help me get the role right
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/MC8LTY6 Many thanks!
Rosemary Tomison
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Replica of John Cabot’s Matthew of Bristol

Dartmouth Mayflower 400
Mayflower 400 is a programme of events on an ambitious scale. It is
a platform for an international commemoration of the remarkable
relationship between Britain and the USA which began with the sailing of
the Mayflower on the 16 September 1620.

D

artmouth is one of 11 UK locations, all of which played their part
in the voyage of the Separatists in 1620, and are preparing to
commemorate this momentous event. Also involved in the activities
will be Leiden in Holland, Plymouth and Wampanoag in Massachusetts,
USA.
Launch: Candlelit Dartmouth Mayflower 2019 & Night of 400 Candles
Friday 29th November 2019 will see the start of the weekend with
the festive market, the arrival of Father Christmas and the turning on of
the Christmas lights. On Saturday November 30th a grand Mayflower
Lantern Ship will be carried by the Torrington Cavaliers (of the
Mayflower Big Burn 2020), leading the Candlelit Parade and supported
by smaller lantern boats. Accompanying the Parade will be the Premier
of the Dartmouth Mayflower Peal of Bells, rung from St Saviour’s Church
bell tower.
Following the Parade everyone is invited to join the Night of
400 Candles at St Saviour’s Church with performances of the specially
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written Dartmouth Mayflower Anthem and excerpts from Safe Haven,
a play about an extraordinary group of adventurers involved in an
epic story of hardship and adventure, brought to life, whilst tracing
Dartmouth’s role in the Mayflower Story. These are two specially
written pieces for the Dartmouth Mayflower 400 celebrations. Hot soup
and rolls will be served.
Children’s Book
The primary schools are working on an Illustrated Book of
Children’s Mayflower Stories that will revolve around written stories and
illustrations by 70 pupils from five primary schools, with the published
book on sale from Easter 2020 onwards.
Dartmouth Mayflower ‘Pilgrim’ Sculpture
Dartmouth Academy students have been working with artist
Mark Gregory to produce a sculpture of a figure representing a Pilgrim

that will be a permanent installation in the town. Mark has created
a galvanised steel frame, and students have designed and created
images on copper panels that have been riveted to the framework.
The sculpture was unveiled in October 2019 and is be situated on the
Mayflower Heritage Trail on the South Embankment.
Film Project
The Film Project involves students from Plymouth College of Art
and is led by the film director Peter Nicholson. The project gives the
local pupils of Kingsbridge College a fantastic opportunity to do work
experience alongside them, creating five short films based on themes
from the Mayflower Story. This programme will be screened in a variety
of venues throughout 2020.
Mayflower Heritage Trail:
Dartmouth is one of 13 Mayflower Towns that are creating trails
that will tell their unique part in the Mayflower Story.
Dartmouth’s Mayflower Heritage Trail will paint a picture of 17th
century Dartmouth, as it was when the Mayflower and Speedwell were at
anchor in the river in 1620. Dartmouth was a thriving, affluent port, with
successful trade links and shipbuilding yards. Several buildings along
the route are merchant’s houses dating from this period.
The Town Trail will weave around Dartmouth, with stops at
points of interest along the route. We have commissioned unique
way markers that will indicate the route and interpretation panels
will highlight fascinating facts.
An App is also available to download: https://www.
mayflower400uk.org/visit/app/
Leaflets and a children’s quiz will be available from the Visitor
Centre and Tour Guides will be available for organised tours.
Plantation Garden
A full-sized plantation garden will be created in Coronation
Park, to emulate the food growing at the time of the voyage and will
demonstrate the horticultural fusion of the two cultures. Due for harvest
in August 2020, visit and find out about this fascinating part of life in the
new colonies.
Mayflower Week Charters
In a re-enactment of the arrival of the Mayflower and Speedwell,
the John Cabot replica ship Matthew of Bristol acting as the Mayflower
and the Brixham Trawler Pilgrim acting as the Speedwell will arrive in
Dartmouth on Sunday 30 August and launch the Dartmouth Mayflower

Pilgrim

Merlin of Falmouth

400 week. They will then lead a River Pageant in a procession up to
Noss on Dart Marina and back.
Both vessels will be available for charter during Mayflower Week,
30th August to 5th September 2020. They will have moorings in the
River during the day and be alongside the Town Jetty each evening.
They can either be chartered for a fully-crewed day at sea or for daytime or evening receptions, when a choice of catering options will be
available.
Also available for charter on a similar basis during Mayflower
Week, and indeed throughout the summer of 2020, will be the Bristol
Pilot Cutter Merlin of Falmouth.
For further details of these charter opportunities, and to make a
booking, please see the website.
Grand River Pageant
The Grand River Pageant, led by the Matthew of Bristol, is expected
to include 60-70 classic vessels of all shapes and sizes. This is sure
to be a most spectacular sight with music, costumes and flags flying.
Information on each vessel will be given by commentary and a souvenir
brochure will be produced providing names and a short description.
Crews will be encouraged to wear appropriate costumes and provide
appropriate musical accompaniment; prizes for the best-dressed crew
and best-presented vessel will be awarded.
The Dartmouth Mayflower Peal of Bells will be rung from St
Petrox church at the start of the Parade.
Mayflower Week
The Pageant will lead into Mayflower Week, 30th August through
until 5th September, with activities on shore and the River Dart in
commemoration of this anniversary. The town will be decorated with
over 4000 hand-made pennants and a scale model of the Mayflower,
currently being built in Dartmouth, will also be on view to give a
perspective of what life would have been like on board for this historic
voyage.
Full details of all the weeks activities can be found on the
website. www.dartmouthmayflower400.uk
For more information contact: Laura Campbell
marketing@dartmouthmayflower400.uk
Masthead
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PREMIER
RIVER
MOORINGS
£338 per metre/per annum

Looking for a sheltered mooring with all the convenience of a marina?
Our Noss river moorings are ideal for boats over 8 metres:

NOSS ON DART

• Annual or monthly contracts
• Full access to marina facilities
• Dinghy storage and yard offers • Free car parking

For more visit our reception or call 01803 839 087 premiermarinas.com

